
Rigid Flex circuits gives 
you the ability to design 

your circuitry to fi t the device, 
instead of building a device 

to fi t the circuit board.  

Flex and Rigid-Flex Printed Circuit Boards

Whether you are working with an existing design or 

starting with just an idea, BAKNOR has the resources to 

help you create the optimal RIGID FLEX or FLEX Printed 

Circuit Board.

With over 10 years experience, we know that the best 

design satisfies both the customer’s manufacturing 

process and the capabilities of the board fabrication 

process or Design for Manufacturability.

With Rigid Flex, you are no longer designing a two 

dimensional substrate but a 3D interconnect that can be 

bent and folded.

Let us help you reach optimal “manufacturability” with 

your existing and new PCB’s. Many of our clients, with 

their own in-house design staff, look to our group when 

project loads are too great. Use us on a project- by-proj-

ect basis or to satisfy all your design needs.

Let us help you reach optimal “manufacturability” with 

your existing and new PCB’s. 

Dynamic Flex
Many applications include the need to have the fl ex pcb 

bent and folded many times.  Baknor can help in determining 

the life cycle limits on the conductors in higher layer 

count requirments.

A fl exible circuit that must be bent and folded at the time 

of assembly with minimal fl exing in its life cycle is known 

as “fl ex-to-install.”

Bene� ts and Features 

HDI microvia   Better reliability
Better signal integrity  Reduced wiring errors
Better noise reduction  Stronger signal quality
Improves design freedom Better Impedance control

Reduces device size & weight
Unparalleled design fl exibility 

Elimination of mechanical connectors
Cost-saving alternative to multi-layer FPC
More robust operating temperature range  

Improved reliability and impedance control



We offer a variety of  flex circuit capabilities, including single or 

double sided circuitry to multilayer technology up to 6 layers.  We 

also have multiple material substrates and adhesives to choose from, 

along with surface finishes and treatments. Stiffeners can also be 

added to reinforce selective areas of the flexible circuitry for component 

support durability and mounting.  

Because rigid-flex PCBs require no cable assembly, their over-

all assembly effort is reduced, as is their test complexity – both of  

which drive down cost. Additionally, fewer components need to be 

purchased, reducing the supply chain risk. Rigid-flex PCBs can be 

designed to make product maintenance more easier and therefore, 

more cost-effective over the course of  the product lifecycle.

AS9100
ISO 9002

QS9000:2000
ISO9001:2008

ISO 14001:1998
RoHS Compliance 
ISO/TS 16949:2002

Rigid fl ex offer signal integrity - elimination of parasitic 

inductance and capacitance and preservation of signal 

speed, power and clarity.

The circuit board is no longer thought of as simply some-

thing to hold other elements. In fact, it is part of the system 

and offers a diverse range of options to integrate different 

functions.

For assembly it makes BOM simplifi cation reductions 

in number of required assembly steps and reduction in 

number of opportunities for error and reduction in number 

of required solder joints. 

Rigid-fl ex allows designers to replace multiple PCBs 

interconnected with connectors, wires and ribbon cables 

with a single package offering improved performance 

and reliability.  Binding fl exible and rigid boards structured 

together in same unit to create one part.

Typical fi elds of application for this type of technology 

include industry, automotive, aeronautical engineering 

and medical technology. It can be used for sensors, tools 

and vision systems.

We have the latest ODB++ software and Polar software to 

help you design the optimal rigid fl ex or fl ex boards.  Let 

us help you reach optimal “manufacturability” with your 

existing and new PCB’s. 

Rigid fl ex offer signal integrity - elimination of parasitic 
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